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INTRODUCTION



About the speaker
Brett Cottle is the co-founder and CEO of an 

award-winning startup from New Zealand. Brett is an 

entrepreneur and innovator by nature with a passion for 

making a difference in the world and teaching others. 

Brett started his working career in the entertainment 

industry as a systems technician working on 

large-scale events and touring concerts, and it was 

here where he gained key skills as a problem-solver 

and innovator before moving on to create Vertigo 

Technologies.



Who is Vertigo Technologies?   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrzAkHZmpio


What is Agile?

• Deliver value in increments throughout the project, not 

all at the end.

• Don’t plan everything up-front; respond to changes in 

customer requirements as they arise.

• The standard agile “structures” focus on the following 

goals::

o Breaking the work up into small, deliverable chunks.

o Getting customer feedback and integrating it into the 

project plan.

o Inspecting and improving the process at regular 

intervals.



Modern Agile
Agile has become very corporatized over the years.

Also, it was originally designed for software development.

How can we boil it down to the key points that are important for a small manufacturing business?

Illustration credit: modernagile.org (CC-BY-SA)



Daily Stand-Up Meeting

A quick all-staff meeting at the start of each day.

• Each person speaks in turn - ideally for no longer than 30 

seconds each.

o Focus on the tasks and issues of the upcoming day.

o Specifically those that may affect, or require help from, 

other people.

o Can also celebrate successes (or commiserate 

failures) from the previous day… but don’t just list 

everything that happened!

• For larger companies, teams within the company can 

have separate stand-ups.

o But the team leaders or representatives still need to 

communicate with each other.

Photo credit: Wikimedia Commons user Michaelblinkpipe (CC-BY-SA 3.0)



Continuous Delivery

• This idea comes from software, where updates are 

installed at the click of a mouse. How can we apply it to 
product design / manufacturing?

• Can’t just send all our customers the latest model, but…

o Modular design makes upgrades easier.

o Our machines use firmware and software - and we can 

send updates to that.

• Value isn’t just in the product itself. We can also:

o Release educational material - tutorials, tips and tricks, 

etc.

o Cultivate a community of enthusiasts who like to help 

each other.

o Offer subscription services - software, support, etc.



Product Development

• What can we learn from agile / software development 

here?

o Change control is essential! R&D and production must 

be separate. (Vault is our friend here.)

• Simplicity (or at least “iterative complexity”) is key:

o Build a minimum viable product (MVP) and use it to get 

customer feedback.

o Simplicity also helps with quality, safety, and 

specialization.

• Product development needs a “cross-functional team” 

(i.e. someone from each relevant discipline), just like 

Agile software development does.



• Good ideas can come from any staff member.

o But sometimes they may not feel comfortable sharing 

them.

o Stand-ups and Engineering Change Requests (ECRs) 

help with this.

• Staff want to develop their skills - and you should want 

them to as well.

o Find out what they want to get better at, and help them 

do so.

o Encourage knowledge-sharing, but not to the detriment 

of specialization.

• Listen to staff input and ideas.

o Google the “7 Levels of Delegation”.

o Remember: You won’t always reach consensus, but 

you should always make everyone feel listened to.

Staff Empowerment



Your customers are your most powerful product development tool.
Develop products they really want - not what you think they want. 



Staff training through simple videos  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7_Uu_uyZFE


Change Request Form

Goals of a change request form 

• Documenting issues

• Recording team ideas

• Issue notification

Change request forms can even be opened up to key 

customers so that they can have input into the product and 

have a place to report issues. 

Google Forms is a simple way to get started with creating a 

change request form.



Tools to manage all the noise?



Kanban Style digital project management boards



Use Kanban boards for Product development



Trello Demo



qrstuff.com

Simple easy creation of 
QR codes.

Use Kanban boards and QR codes to trigger 
manufacturing and reordering



Demo: QR codes with Trello



There are tons of other options - not just Trello

Asana Monday



“Focus is key: stick to 
what you are good at and 

build partnerships with 
companies that have 

complementary products 
or services.”



Collaborate

Collaborate for success

Collaboration can mean success for many 
businesses big and small. Finding like-minded 
businesses to collaborate with can can be hard at 
times.

Steps

1. Find a business that has a complementary 
product or service.

2. Work with them to evaluate your combined 
potential.

3. Clearly set out expectations.



Collaborate with Fusion 360



Keep setup instructions simple



Keeping the conversation going

Comments in Fusion Conversations in tools like Slack



Questions  



Don't forget to fill out the survey  
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